TRUFUSION ST. LOUIS MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS

- Unlimited INDOOR and OUTDOOR and ZOOM classes:
  - $160 per month “Lifestyle Membership” autopay with a 30 day cancellation policy (2 month minimum)
  - $140 per month “Discounted Lifestyle Membership” (Students, teachers, nurses, First Responders, Non-Profit, Military) please send us a picture of your ID or show the front desk to get this option. Monthly autopay with a 30 day cancellation policy (2 month minimum)
- Unlimited OUTDOOR and ZOOM classes:
  - $98 per month autopay with a 30 day cancellation policy (2 month minimum)
  - $74 per month discounted auto pay for students, teachers, military, healthcare, nonprofit, first responders with a 30 day cancellation policy (2 month minimum)
  - If you wish to add INDOOR classes while you are doing the unlimited OUTDOOR/ZOOM class membership, you can add indoor classes at our “member” rate for 10-pack indoor classes for an additional $60 or 1 indoor class for an additional $9 per class.
- “Auto pay” = credit card automatically charged each month
- $39.99 Digital Membership (unlimited ZOOM classes, no 30 day cancellation policy)